Accurately estimating the software size, cost, effort and schedule is probably the biggest challenge facing software developers today. It has major implications for the management of software development because both the overestimates and underestimates have direct impact for causing damage to software companies. 
INTRODUCTION
Accurate estimation of software size, cost, effort and schedule is probably the biggest challenge facing software developers today. A typical estimation process involves generating a work breakdown structure (WBS), making assumptions, identifying dependencies, examining historical data, estimating each task and documenting the results [1] . Independent surveys carried out by Lederer [2] and Moløkken et al. [3] to evaluate the importance of effort estimation in software development, reported that 70-85% of the respondents agreed to the importance of effort estimation.. As software development has become an essential investment for many organizations, accurate software cost estimation models are needed to effectively predict, monitor, control and assess software development [4] . It has major implications for the management of software development because both the overestimates and underestimates have direct impact for causing damage to software companies. Since estimation accuracy is largely affected by modeling accuracy, finding good models for software estimation are now one of the most important objectives of the software engineering community [5] . New paradigms offer alternatives to estimate the software development effort, in particular the Computational Intelligence (CI) that exploits mechanisms of interaction between humans and processes domain knowledge with the intention of building intelligent systems (IS) [6] . Among IS, Artificial Neural Network and Fuzzy Logic are the two most popular soft computing techniques for software development effort estimation.
Since the last two decades, Artificial Neural Network (ANN) are being used extensively for predictions in diverse applications and the neural networks are recognized for their ability to produce reasonably accurate predictions in situations where complex relationships between inputs and outputs exist and where the input data is distorted by high noise levels [7] . Hughes [8] , Wittig and Finnie [9] [10] and Idri et al. [11] have employed neural network to predict the development effort on different data sets.
Many researchers have worked and proposed SCE models based on the Fuzzy Logic Techniques. Fei and Liu, [12] introduced the f-COCOMO model which applied Fuzzy Logic to the COCOMO model for software effort estimation. Kumar et al, [13] had applied fuzzy logic in Putnam's manpower buildup index (MBI) estimation model. Ryder [14] researched on the application of fuzzy logic to COCOMO and Function Points models. His result showed Fuzzy Logic is good at making effort estimations.
Early Stage Software Development Effort Estimations
Early stage effort estimations can be defined as making software development effort estimations at the initial stages more precisely the Design stage of SDLC. Carrying out effort estimations at the early stages is beneficial because the design stage prediction implies fewer overheads at the later stages of software development. Figure 1 below signifies that the total project effort comprises of the efforts (given in percentage) which goes into surpassing each of the individual phases. It is evident from the Figure 1 that most of the efforts (nearly 60 per cent) are spread over two initial phases of Analysis and Design. Hence if the accurate effort requirements can be predicted from the initial or early phases of the SDLC, then an efficient project development schedule can easily be prepared so as to complete the project well within the targeted time and budget constraints. The state of the art literature has revealed that not much work on estimating the effort required for software project development at the early stages in the Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) has been done. Thus, this area still remains open to attract researchers to develop and propose new models for early stage effort estimation.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
For carrying out the effort prediction in the early stages of software development, precisely in the design phase of Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC), a student dataset was prepared based on the Entity Relationship Diagrams In a previous work [15] carried out by the authors of this paper, a comparison of different neural networks was carried out to predict the effort estimation at the early stages of software development. In the work the Development Time In another work [16] , Mamdani FIS from the Fuzzy logic toolbox of Matlab 7.0 was applied on the student dataset as given in Annexure II, Table 3 , to evaluate the efficiency of the FIS in estimating the efforts in the early stages of SDLC. For experimentation from the dataset, the Total count of Entities (TCOE), Cumulative Grade Point Aggregate (CGPA) have been taken as two input variables and Redistributed Development Effort (RDE) as the output variable for preparing Mamdani FIS.
In the present paper a comparison of the performance of different neural network models with Mamdani FIS is done. For the experiments the same 'student dataset' was used and models were applied on to the dataset. A comparison of the MMRE values obtained from calculating the Redistributed Effort Estimations (RDE's) after employing the neural networks and fuzzy logic on the dataset was carried out to evaluate the efficiency of the better of the two in estimating effort estimation at the early stage of effort estimation.
Evaluation Criteria
There are many evaluation criteria to evaluate the accuracy of the software development effort in literature. The Mean Magnitude Relative error (MMRE) is a widely-accepted criterion in the literature and is based on the calculation of the magnitude relative error (MRE). Eq.
(1) as below shows an equation for computing the MRE value that is used to assess the accuracies of the effort estimates.
Eq. (1) The MRE calculates each project in a dataset the MMRE aggregates the multiple MRE's. The model with the lowest MMRE is considered the best [4, 17] . As shown in Eq. (2), the estimation accuracy of the MMRE is the mean of all the MREs among n software projects.
In this study, the MRE, and MMRE were adopted as the indicators of the accuracy of the established software effort estimation models since they are the ones most widely used in the literature, thereby rendering our results more comparable to those of other work.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The values of MMRE are calculated for each of the neural networks and fuzzy logic are as shown in Annexure I, Table 2 and Annexure III, Table 4 respectively. The results obtained after comparing the RDE values are graphically shown in Figure 2 and their values are listed in Table  1 . 
CONCLUSION
It is evident from the Figure 2 that the Linear Regression Neural network (LRNN) has the lowest value for MMRE among the other neural network models but when it is compared with fuzzy logic, it is observed that fuzzy logic outperforms neural network models as it has the lowest MMRE value. Thus, fuzzy logic is the best model for predicting early stage effort estimation. In an on-going work the efficacy of the models on real project dataset from the software industry will be established. 
Annexure I

